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Catch These Marvel Series Before They Leave Netflix  
By Steve Sternberg 

 

In 2013, Marvel entered into a deal with Netflix to develop series 

featuring some of its lesser-known “street-level” heroes.  Unlike 

the world-saving superheroes in the Marvel Cinematic Universe 

(such as Captain America, Iron Man, Thor, Hulk, Captain 

Marvel, and Dr. Strange), these characters, with their more personal, neighborhood-centered stories, 

better lend themselves to series-long plotlines – as opposed to blockbuster theatrical movies.     

 

At the time, Netflix was not yet a major force (its lone hit show being House of Cards), and Disney+ 

was not even a glimmer in its parents’ eyes.  The first two of these Netflix series, Daredevil and 

Jessica Jones, debuted six months apart in 2015.  Luke Cage followed in 2016, with Iron Fist and The 

Punisher premiering in 2017. 

  

As Netflix’s five-year partnership with Disney-owned Marvel came to an end, it canceled all five series 

(although they continued to air on Netflix).  This coincided with Disney ramping up efforts for its own 

streaming service, Disney+, and taking full operational control of Hulu.  Netflix was moving toward 
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owning more of its own content, and it did not have an ownership stake in any of the Marvel series – 

each season required paying a hefty license fee to Disney-owned ABC Studios.  Continuing with 

additional seasons of these series, which they would soon lose the rights to anyway, was not seen as 

financially viable for Netflix.  Marvel was not permitted to use any of the Netflix characters until two 

years after the series was canceled.   

 

Daredevil’s alter ego, lawyer Matt Murdoch (Charlie Cox), had a cameo in the recent Spiderman: No 

Way Home theatrical movie, and a villain from the Daredevil Netflix series, Kingpin (Vincent D’Onofrio) 

appeared in the Disney+ Hawkeye series.  After these appearances, Daredevil surged to become a 

top 10 most viewed series on Netflix – despite its last season having dropped in 2018.  So it appears 

that Daredevil might become officially part of the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU).  There have 

been rumors concerning the possibility of Jessica Jones (Krysten Ritter) eventually being resurrected 

as well. 

 

All of these Netflix Marvel series will reportedly be leaving Netflix on March 1st, presumably heading 

at some point to either Disney+ or Hulu.  If Disney has plans to revive any of these characters in the 

MCU, it would make sense to place them on Disney+, where its other superhero series reside – unless 

Disney decides they are to gritty and adult for the more family-oriented streamer. 

 

All are worth checking out while you still can.  Daredevil, Jessica Jones, Luke Cage and The Punisher 

are as good as any of the Marvel series on Disney+ (although considerably more violent, and in the 

case of Jessica Jones, contains some sexual content – which is absent from other Marvel shows). 

 

Here are my updated reviews of the Netflix Marvel series in rank order: 
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Daredevil (Netflix 2015-2018) set a high bar for all 

superhero shows that followed.  Charlie Cox gives a strong, 

nuanced performance as Matt Murdoch/Daredevil – blind 

lawyer by day, vigilante crimefighter by night.  While he has no 

actual superpowers, he has highly honed, ninja-like fighting skills and heightened senses to 

compensate for his lack of sight.   

 

Matt Murdoch is haunted by events in his past, and struggles with the violence he is forced to inflict 

on the bad guys.  His constant concern – at what point do you become what you are fighting?  Instilling 

fear into those who would threaten his rough New York City neighborhood, he is initially known as 

“the Devil of Hell’s Kitchen,” before eventually donning his official Daredevil costume. 

 

Great heroes are often defined and elevated by great villains, and Vincent D’Onofrio is larger than life 

as Wilson Fisk/The Kingpin.  In the comic books, he’s one of the greatest foes of both Daredevil and 

Spiderman.  Living up to one of the most iconic bad guys in comicdom is no easy task, but he pulls it 

off brilliantly.   

 

Rosario Dawson is Matt Murdoch’s neighbor, Claire Temple, a nurse who brings some stability to all 

the chaos and bloodshed in which he immerses himself (she also appears in Jessica Jones, Luke 

Cage, and Iron Fist).  Deborah Ann Woll is terrific as Karen Page, Murdoch’s former legal assistant, 

now a crusading reporter (she also has a key role in The Punisher).  Elder Henson is solid as Foggy 

Nelson, Murdoch’s lawyer partner. 
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Season 2 introduces two new key characters, both strong presences.  Jon Bernthal is Frank Castle, 

aka The Punisher, who’s out for revenge after his family is murdered.  He and Daredevil initially battle 

one another.  They have completely different moral compasses, but may be more similar than 

Daredevil wants to admit.  Elektra Natchios (Elodie Yung) is a martial arts expert and former girlfriend 

of Matt Murdoch, who brings a spark and sense of danger to the proceedings, as she helps him fight 

off gangs and ninjas. 

 

As season 3 gets underway, Daredevil is missing and presumed dead, after the events that took place 

in The Defenders miniseries (where he teams up with Jessica Jones, Luke Cage, and Iron Fist).  In 

reality, he is secretly recuperating, and struggling with both emotional and physical pain.   

 

Joanne Whalley is excellent as the nun with strong opinions and advice, who cares for him as he 

recovers from his injuries.  At the same time, crime boss, Wilson Fisk/The Kingpin, plans to escape 

from prison and destroy his enemies.  Some of this will be familiar to fans of the 1986 comic book 

story, Born Again, penned by acclaimed writer Frank Miller.  Season 3 elevates Daredevil to a level 

above even the first two great seasons.   

 

The fight choreography is spectacular, and well beyond anything I’ve seen on television (check out 

the hallway fight sequence from season 1, the battle toward the end of season 2, and the prison gym 

fight in season 3). 
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Jessica Jones (Netflix 2015-2019) has the distinction of 

being Marvel’s first female lead and title character in either 

television or movies.  Krysten Ritter is pitch perfect as the 

reluctant hero who was given extraordinary strength and 

stamina by an experimental medical procedure that saved her 

life after her family was killed in a car crash.  She gives a remarkable performance, making her 

character believable and likeable – not an easy task for a character who is relentlessly sullen, disdains 

the idea of being a “hero,” and has no qualms about breaking the law if it suits her idea of the greater 

good.    

  

Jessica Jones shatters the mold of typical female TV protagonists by presenting a strong, brooding, 

independent woman on her own, who plays by her own rules.  Jessica is haunted by her past (as all 

the street-level heroes seem to be), for reasons that are played out over the first two seasons.  She’s 

flawed, she swears, she drinks too much, and she has indiscriminate and casual sex on her own 

terms – the type of female character you rarely if ever see on television.  She’s a hero and a victim 

(who doesn’t want or need to be saved by a man).   

 

Most of the strong, independent characters in Jessica Jones are women – including Rachael Taylor 

as her best friend Trish “Patsy” Walker, Carrie-Anne Moss as a high-powered attorney who has helps 

Jessica out of several jams, and Janet McTeer as her mom (in season 2).  Notably, roles often played 

by women, the assistant, the girlfriend (in this case boyfriend), and the sidekick, are reserved for men 

– Eka Darville, J.R. Ramirez, and Benjamin Walker, respectively, are all solid in those roles. 
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Season 1 is a strong commentary on male/female relationships and the abuse of privilege and power, 

focusing on such topics as addiction, rape, retaliation, revenge, and redemption – subject matter 

seldom dealt with on television, and not at all in the Marvel universe at large.   

 

The mind-controlling Kilgrave (David Tennant) is one of the best TV villains ever, seamlessly shifting 

from charming to brutal violence.  Mike Colter guest stars as love interest and fellow hero, Luke Cage.  

Rosario Dawson again shines as Claire Temple, a nurse who has some experience dealing with 

enhanced people, who befriends and helps Jessica and Luke.   

 

Season 2 is more personal, delving into the events in Jessica’s past, and those of her friend/sister 

Trish, that contributed to making them who they are today.  In the first episode of season 2, a new 

male rival investigator who wants to take over her business tells her “I don’t take no for an answer.”  

Jessica responds, “How rapey of you.”  New terrain on television to be sure.  All 13 episodes of season 

2 were directed by women (a first for any TV series).   

 

Season 3 is a fitting end to Jessica’s journey as she not only has to fight a serial killer, but her best 

friend as well (who gets enhanced abilities of her own), as she struggles with what it means to be a 

hero.  It ends on a perfect note, but also leaves room for a potetial new chapter.   
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The Punisher (Netflix 2017-2019) is Marvel’s most violent 

antihero.  Frank Castle, known throughout New York City as 

the Punisher, is played to perfection by Jon Bernthal.  He’s a 

former special forces marine, who, in the first season, is 

seeking vengeance on those who murdered his family.  He’s 

cunning, ruthless, and brutal, and makes previous theatrical movie versions of the character seem 

one-dimensional by comparison.  He’s haunted (a common theme in Netflix Marvel heroes or 

antiheroes) by war crimes his unit was forced to commit in Iraq and Afghanistan.  And, of course, you 

seldom have this type of thing on television without a government conspiracy to cover it up and 

eliminate any witnesses. 

 

Unlike other Marvel vigilantes, he has no qualms or remorse about the high body counts he leaves in 

his lurch.  In some ways, Frank Castle reminds me of Clint Eastwood in The Outlaw Josie Wales – 

former normal nice guy’s family is murdered by horrible thugs and he becomes a cold-hearted 

revenge-seeking killing machine (although The Punisher’s violence is much more severe and 

graphic).  His internal struggle is more straightforward than other Marvel Netflix heroes – after you kill 

everyone who has wronged you, can you once again become a normal human being?   

 

As season 2 gets underway, the answer seems to be maybe, at least until he sees some innocent 

person in danger – then he’s compelled to come to the rescue and mercilessly put down the bad guys.  

In this case, a young girl (Georgia Whigham) with a mysterious past is on the run from some very bad 

people, and Frank decides he needs to protect her (as she becomes a surrogate for the family he 
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lost).  While not quite living up to the high-quality writing of season 1, the fight scenes are still fantastic, 

and virtually every episode is exhilarating (if you like this sort of thing).   

 

Cast standouts include Ben Barnes as the season 1 bad guy, Jigsaw – Frank’s former best friend and 

special forces comrade who could have saved his family but instead betrayed him.  Deborah Ann 

Woll, reprises her reporter Karen Page character from Daredevil – her bond and relationship with 

Frank is one of the show’s best elements, and manages to humanize him.  Jason B. Moore is Frank’s 

special forces buddy who runs counseling sessions for troubled veterans.  Josh Stewart is fine as the 

new season 2 villain. 

     

 

 

Luke Cage (Netflix 2016-2018) was the first Black 

superhero to be featured as a comic-book protagonist and title 

character (first appearing in 1972).  This is an updated version, 

with Mike Colter in the title role as a man with super strength and unbreakable, bulletproof skin 

(caused by a sabotaged medical experiment when he was in prison).  Colter is excellent as the quietly 

confident but reluctant hero.  He has loads of charisma, and looks like a superhero even when he’s 

just walking around in a hoodie.   

 

The series takes place after his failed relationship with Jessica Jones ends (in the comic books they 

eventually marry), as he tries to live a quiet life in Harlem, New York.  That, of course, doesn’t go as 

planned, as bad guys, some linked to his past, force him out of the shadows to fight crime and 

corruption on the streets of his city.  Originally a fugitive after being wrongly convicted, he escapes 

from prison and clears his name.  After taking on and beating down some bad characters, he is 
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celebrated as “the Hero of Harlem.”  But new threats emerge, forcing him to question what it really 

means to be a hero.   

 

Luke Cage is different from other superhero series (and most television dramas in general), as it 

provides a stellar, mostly Black cast, as well as numerous cultural references and visual images – 

bringing a socially conscious and fresh perspective to a genre in which it has been sorely lacking.  At 

a time when images of violence against Black men and women are more common than ever, watching 

an African-American man impervious to bullets and dispatching gun-toting assailants, should appeal 

to many viewers who have seldom, if ever, seen people who look like them in these roles. 

 

The series has a remarkable cast and soundtrack.  Mahershala Ali plays the season 1 main villain, a 

criminal and local club owner, Cornell “Cottonmouth” Stokes.  Alfre Woodard is his cousin, Mariah 

Stokes, a corrupt councilwoman promising a new Harlem Renaissance – she takes over her cousin’s 

criminal empire in season 2.  Ramping up the danger quotient is Luke’s psychopathic half-brother, 

known as Diamondback (Erik LaRay Harvey), a powerful arms dealer who framed Cage for the crime 

that originally sent him to prison.  Theo Rossi plays Shades, a menacing, street-smart criminal and 

ally of Mariah, who also has ties to Cage’s past, and is a key player in both seasons.   

 

Mustafa Shakir is the new baddie in season 2, known as “Bushmaster,” who has chemically-induced 

enhanced abilities of his own.  He moves into Harlem trying to take over Mariah’s territory, and actually 

beats Luke in a fight, footage of which goes viral.  It’s interesting to see how Luke, who is used to 

being virtually invincible reacts to being defeated.  Luke teams up with detective and one-time lover, 

Misty Knight (Simone Missick) to take him down.   

 

Also helping Luke is former nurse, Claire Temple (Rosario Dawson), who has taken to helping heroes 

with enhanced abilities, and is now Luke’s major love interest (which lasts until the middle of season 

2).  Taking place after The Defenders miniseries allows Iron Fist (Finn Jones) and Colleen Wing 
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(Jessica Henwick) to make appearances in season 2 as well.  The ending made me want to see what 

would have happened in a third season, but unfortunately it was not to be.   

 

 

 

The Defenders (Netflix 2017) is a one-time cross-over 

event miniseries bringing together Daredevil (Charlie Cox), 

Jessica Jones (Krysten Ritter), Luke Cage (Mike Colter), and 

Iron Fist (Finn Jones) to battle a shadowy global organization 

known as The Hand, and save New York City from destruction.   

 

The series is a bit slow to get rolling (the four leads don’t actually join forces until the third episode).  

The heroes are involved in separate investigations that all converge at the same location.  But once 

they unite and reluctantly agree to work together, the series takes off.  You should definitely watch at 

least one season of each of the four heroes solo series to understand their abilitie and motivations 

before watching this.   

 

The biggest flaw is that much of the plot centers around the mythology of Iron Fist, the least interesting 

of all the Netflix Marvel heroes.  His character only rises above mediocrity when combined with Luke 

Cage (in the comic books they become partners). 

 

The banter among the heroes are the highlights of the series – particularly the interaction between 

Jessica Jones and Matt Murdoch/Daredevil, as her snark collides with his intense seriousness.  It also 

demonstrates why their respective series are head-and-shoulders above the rest.  They are the most 

fully formed of the Netflix Marvel heroes, with the most complex personalities and motivations – not 

to mention that Krysten Ritter and Charlie Cox are the two best actors of the bunch.   
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The fight scenes, while not quite rising to the level of Daredevil’s hallway battles, are still well 

choreographed and highlight each character’s unique fighting style.   

 

Sigourney Weaver is real good as the nearly immortal leader of The Hand.  Scott Glen is also good 

as Stick, Daredevil’s mentor, who has been battling the secret organization for many years.  Elodie 

Yung reprises her role as martial arts expert and Daredevil’s former girlfriend Elektra Natchios, now 

controlled by The Hand.  Jessica Henwick, Simone Missick, and Rosario Dawson reprise their roles 

as Colleen Wing, Misty Knight, and Claire Temple, respectively. 

 

 

 

Iron Fist (Netflix 2017-2018) is widely considered Netflix’s 

lone Marvel misstep.  It actually follows the comic book it’s 

based on more closely than any of the other superhero series 

(although that’s not necessarily a good thing).  And while 

certainly not at the same level as Jessica Jones, Daredevil, The 

Punisher, or Luke Cage, it’s not quite as bad as some reviews 

and social media chatter might indicate. 

 

Finn Jones stars as Daniel Rand, who was presumed dead in a mysterious plane crash that claimed 

the lives of his billionaire parents.  In truth, he was rescued by warrior monks, and he grew up in the 

mystical city of K’un-Lun, which is only accessible to the outside world every 15 years.  He is trained 

in martial arts to become a fierce warrior, master of hand-to-hand and weapons combat.  He 

eventually becomes “the immortal Iron Fist,” protector of K’un-Lun and fighter of evil forces.  When 
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he concentrates, he can channel his chi (spiritual energy) into a mystical force, which makes his fist 

glow and releases a powerful concussive blast to anything he strikes.    

 

Fifteen years later, he returns home to New York City to reconnect with his past and take his rightful 

place at the head of his family’s company, now run by his father’s evil former business partner (David 

Wenham) and his children (Tom Pelphrey, Jessica Stroup), whom Danny grew up with.  To restore 

his family legacy, he must face off with numerous bad guys, while still being true to his duties as the 

Iron Fist. 

 

In season 2, after the events of The Defenders, Danny Rand steps up in Daredevil’s absence to help 

protect New York City.  Season 2 is better than season 1, as a new threat re-emerges to threaten 

Danny and those he cares about.  Jessica Henwick plays Colleen Wing, a martial artist who runs her 

own dojo and becomes Danny’s ally.  Ramon Rodriguez is Bahuto, a leader of a faction of The Hand, 

a mysterious global organization that threatens New York City and seeks the power of the Iron Fist. 

Sacha Dawson portrays Davos, a skilled martial artist and former best friend of Danny Rand, who 

grew envious, believing he deserved to become the Iron Fist.  Rosario Dawson reprises her role as 

Claire Temple  from the other Marvel Netflix series. 

  


